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Abstract—Countermeasures to subsynchronous resonance
(SSR) are usually based on devices with a high power rating
installed in the high voltage network. For damping
subsynchronous oscillations and resonance in two island power
systems of the Max-Planck-Institute for Plasma Physics (IPP), a
novel thyristor controlled damping circuit was developed. The
parallel connected damper circuit (PCDC) is directly connected
to the generator busbars (in parallel to the generator auxiliary
systems) and has a rated power which is thirty times lower than
the generator’s nominal power. The PCDC generates active
power with a defined frequency corresponding to one of the
mechanical natural frequencies of the shaft assembly, thus
causing the same effect as an increased natural damping of one of
the torsional modes of the shaft system. It is controlled by a
direct torque measurement permitting to operate the PCDC
independently from other control systems or devices installed in
the network. The device is in daily use at IPP where it is applied
to two large flywheel generators in the 500 MVA power supply of
an experimental tokamak. Based on the experience gained with
this application, numerical simulations on applying this proven
damping method to turbine generators in utility networks have
been performed. They show that a PCDC can be an attractive
alternative to conventional SSR countermeasures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A

subsynchronous oscillation (SSO) is an electric power
system condition where the electric network exchanges
significant energy with a turbine generator at one or more of
the natural frequencies of the combined system below the
synchronous frequencies of the system following a
disturbance from equilibrium [1]. Subsynchronous resonance
(SSR) is usually discussed in case of power systems with
turbine generators and series compensated transmission lines
(classical SSR phenomenon). But, according to the definition
of SSO, a subsynchronous resonance can also result from the
interaction of a turbine generator with a large drive system [2]
or fast acting controllers of power system components (device
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dependent SSR phenomenon). Evidence for this statement is
supplied by measurement results from the IPP experimental
power supply, an isolated power supply based on large
flywheel generators. As a countermeasure to the electromechanical resonance problems experienced at IPP, a novel
thyristor controlled device was developed in order to increase
the torsional mode damping in the shaft assembly of the
synchronous generators [3]. This active damping method has
proven to be very efficient and reliable in more than 3000
dynamic load sequences occurring at a 144 MVA and a 200
MVA flywheel generator during plasma physics experiments
conducted in 2003 and 2004. The nominal power of the IPP
active damping device can be up to 100 times lower than the
nominal power of the synchronous generator, thus enabling a
compact and cost-effective design.
This paper starts with a short description of conventional
SSR damping control methods and their limitations. Section
III presents design features and measurement results from
IPP’s PCDC. Section IV is dedicated to a further developed
design of this active damping device. It is capable to actively
damp several torsional modes of a multi-mass system and
could be applied to a turbine generator with several natural
frequencies below the synchronous (network) frequency. The
simulation results presented in Section V show the application
of this PCDC as a countermeasure to a typical SSR
phenomenon occurring in a utility network. The paper ends
with a conclusion on the simulation and test results achieved
with this novel method for damping SSR phenomena.
II. LIMITATION OF CONVENTIONAL SSR COUNTERMEASURES
Considerable effort has been spent over the years addressing the problem of SSO and SSR [1]. The initial attempt to
control subsynchronous resonance oscillations was the use of
damper windings in the machine rotors. This was followed by
the use of a supplementary control in the excitation system,
which became known as the power system stabilizer (PSS).
The use of equipment such as SVC and other FACTS devices
that exploit the advancement in power electronics showed
impressive performance improvements in a single machine infinte bus system and occasionally in somewhat more
complex three or four machine systems. But there is hardly
any performance improvement in studies of large practicalsized power systems compared to that obtainable from a
properly tuned conventional PSS [4]. In many situations there
is even performance degradation through adverse interactions
between controls. In a large power system, following a
disturbance, the machines do not oscillate in phase or with the

same period. Therefore, a damping control based on only one
device installed in the high voltage network cannot be
beneficial to all synchronous machines. A non-interacting
damping controller would have to be based on devices
installed close to the generating plants and acting directly on
the mechanical shaft systems. In principle, a damper based on
the excitation system could fulfill the requirement of noninteracting damping. But an exciter system cannot provide
significant damping for large SSO (limited power rating of
exciter, speed of response … [5]).
Prerequisite for a torsional mode damper based on a
separate device providing the required damping power is a
measurement device being capable of measuring torsional
vibrations in large diameter drive trains with sufficient
accuracy. Because of the high stiffness of rigid shaft systems,
the torsion angles along the shaft are very small (hundredths
to tenths of a degree) but the resulting torsional stress can
reach a high level (MNm). The small torsion angle and the
high rotational speed of a turbine generator shaft make it
difficult to measure torsional oscillations if conventional
measurement methods are applied (e. g. based on speed
sensors at both ends of the shaft). Therefore, it does not come
as a surprise that none of the SSO or SSR countermeasures
being applied in utility networks are based on a direct active
damping of a torsional mode by means of real power
(damping of a mechanical oscillation requires real power).
However, an accurate and reliable, contact-less sensor
enabling to directly (inductively) measure the torque at
different locations of the shaft assembly has recently become
commercially available [6]. If the sensor is installed close to
the location where a relevant torsional mode is expected, even
relatively small torsional oscillations can be measured without
extensive filtering. This permits to design a control loop with
a real-time characteristic [3]. In using the signal from the
direct torque measurement in a thyristor controlled feedback
circuit, a PCDC can be designed which has the same effect as
an increased natural damping of a torsional mode.
A PCDC installed directly at the generator busbars and
generating active power with only one defined frequency
(corresponding to a resonant frequency of the generator shaft
assembly) could provide non-interacting damping if the
neighbored machines have different resonance points. Since
large synchronous generators can be characterized by sharp
resonance points (e. g. f0 ± 0.2 Hz) this requirement could be
fulfilled in many power systems. In cases where generators of
the same mechanical design are located in one power plant,
the torsional mode damping of the single generators could be
increased by only one PCDC being controlled by several
torque sensors installed at the single generators, in a similar
way as described in Section IV where one PCDC is used to
damp several torsional modes.
III. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PCDC SYSTEMS IN
THE IPP ISLAND NETWORKS
At IPP, the thyristor controlled damping method for

Fig. 1. One of the flywheel generators at IPP with the big flywheel in the
middle and the generator on the right. The arrow shows where the torque
sensor was installed.

torsional oscillations was devised to solve problems which
were experienced in the power supply of the ASDEX Upgrade
(AUG) tokamak. The power and energy for the plasma
experiments conducted with this experimental tokamak are
supplied by large flywheel generators (synchronous
machines), the biggest of which can deliver a power of 150
megawatts for ten seconds with a flywheel weighing 230 tons.
The flywheel generators supply high-power thyristor
converters. They enable a fast control of the DC currents in
the magnet coils used for magnetic confinement of the plasma
in the static and dynamic case. Because of problems with
electromechanical resonances leading to a damaged coupling
in the shaft assembly of the EZ4 generator, torque
measurement and protection systems were installed (see Fig.
2). The torque measuring concept is based on the anisotropic
magnetostrictive effect in ferromagnetic materials which is
measured by a novel contact-less inductive sensor [6]. A
measurement result showing a resonant excitation of the EZ4
shaft is shown in Fig. 2. Many plasma experiments had to be
prematurely terminated by the generator protection system in
order to prevent negative effects on the durability of the shaft
assemblies. A torque reduction by a factor of two could be
achieved by a solution based on changing parameters of the
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Fig. 2. Measured output power and torque at the rotor-flywheel
coupling of generator EZ4
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Fig. 3. Measurement results from commissioning a PCDC on a 144 MVA
generator. The same device is used for excitation (t < 2 s) and damping of
the torsional oscillation (1st natural frequency of shaft system: 24 Hz)

plasma control system. But this solution adversely affected the
dynamic performance of the plasma control system, so that a
non-interacting damping method had to be developed. The
method is based on applying an additional electrical torque
through the stator winding, thus causing the same effect as
one (or more) increased coefficient(s) in the mechanical
damping matrix of the shaft system [3]. Since the thyristor
controlled PCDC generates real power respectively an electromagnetic torque acting on the rotor with a frequency
corresponding to a resonant frequency, this damping method
is very efficient.
The application of a PCDC requires suitable protection
systems and commissioning procedures, especially if the
damping circuit is designed for generating a damping power
in the range of megawatts. With not properly set control
parameters, the PCDC could excite a torsional oscillation
instead of diminishing it. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 which
shows measurement results from the commissioning of a
PCDC in the network of a 144 MVA generator (flywheel
generator EZ3). To be able to set all damping control
parameters without having to wait until the plasma control
system of ASDEX Upgrade causes torsional oscillations in the
shaft system of the synchronous machine, the thyristor
controlled device is at first used for generation and then for
damping of a torsional oscillation. The oscillation is generated
in operating the control circuit of the PCDC open-loop (t < 2 s
in Fig. 3). In this mode of operation, the reference for the
current-controlled thyristor converter is provided by means of
a signal generator and a programmable logical control. Then,
at t = 2 s in Fig. 3, during the current zero-crossing of the
converter current, the feedback loop is closed. Now, a
decrease of the EZ3 torque amplitude can be observed
because the active power generated by the PCDC is

Fig. 4. Excitation of the shaft assembly of a 220 MVA generator into a
torsional resonance and application of a PCDC with low and high operational
gain in the feedback controlled damping circuit (1st natural frequency: 26 Hz)

approximately in counter-phase to the torsional velocity of the
shaft assembly (at the location where the torque sensor is
installed). In Fig. 3 the damping effect is not very high
because the damping circuit has not been tuned yet to the
optimum phase relation, i. e. the damping torque is not exactly
in counter-phase to the torsional velocity of the oscillation.
Once all control parameters are properly set, a PCDC can
be continuously used to damp one torsional mode of
oscillation efficiently. Since the feedback control is based on a
torque measurement, the damping effect does not depend on
the cause of excitation which can be of an electrical or
mechanical nature, e. g. a mechanical or electrical disturbance
or harmonics. Therefore, no adjustments to control parameters
are necessary if load conditions are changed.
Stability analyses, parametrical studies and tests have
shown that this damping method can also be applied if a high
damping power or a high operational gain in the control loop
is desired. At high operational gain, the PCDC enables to
suppress torsional oscillations which is shown in Fig. 4. This
figure also shows that a PCDC has the same effect as an
increased natural damping for one torsional mode, the degree
of damping being electronically adjustable.
IV. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF A PCDC FOR DAMPING SSR
A. PCDC for a multi-mass system
Applying this damping method to a large turbine
generator requires a further developed design of the control
module of the active damping device. A six pulse thyristor
bridge is sufficient for this type of application because the
most relevant torsional modes of turbine generator shaft
assemblies correspond to resonant frequencies below the
synchronous frequency (50 or 60 Hz). Fig. 5 shows an
example design of a PCDC for the shaft assembly of the IEEE
First Benchmark Model for Computer Simulation of SSR
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Fig. 5. Active damping of the first and third torsional mode in the shaft assembly of an 890 MVA turbine generator. The generator was excited to
Fig. 7. Active damping of several torsional modes in the shaft assembly of a turbo-generator: The schematic shows one possible arrangement
torsional resonance oscillations in a similar way as shown in Fig. 3. Then, after 1 s, the PCDC is activated which terminates the oscillations within 2 s.
(thyristor controlled device with two torque sensors), the curves show the termination of a two-mode oscillation (16 and 32 Hz component) within 2 s.

[7]. The turbine generator has a nominal power of 890 MVA.
The main components of the shaft system are the exciter, the
generator, two low pressure turbines (LBA and LPB), an
intermediate pressure turbine (IP), and a high presure turbine
(HP). The torsional mode natural frequencies fo are:
fo = 15.7; 20.2; 25.6; 32.3 and 47.5 [Hz].
As shown in Fig. 5, a PCDC with extended control module
would be capable of simultaneously damping several torsional
modes occurring in the shaft system. A case where two
torsional modes are simultaneously excited is unlikely to
occur in a real power system In the simulation, the two
torsional modes, corresponding to fo = 15.7 and 32.3 Hz, were
simultaneously excited by means of an external device, in a
similar way as shown in Fig. 3. The resulting torques at
different locations of the shaft system are dominated by
oscillations with a low natural damping. They consist of two
frequencies. One second after the excitation the PCDC is
activated. It provides a damping power consisting of two
frequencies, so that the two-mode oscillation can be
terminated within two seconds.
B. Active damping of a classical SSR phenomenon
For demonstrating the performance of a PCDC in
damping a classical SSR phenomenon, not the First but the
Second IEEE Benchmark Model for Computer Simulation

of SSR was selected. The simple type of power system
employed in the First Benchmark Model, with its single series
resonance would rarely be encountered in actual operation of
a power system [8]. The circuit diagram of the model
configuration is shown in Fig. 6. The turbine generator has a
nominal power of 600 MVA and a nominal voltage of 22 kV.
The main components of the shaft system are the exciter, the
generator, a low pressure turbine (LP), and a high pressure
turbine (HP). The torsional mode natural frequencies of this
shaft system are:
fo = 24,65; 32.39; and 51.1 [Hz].
The selected Second Benchmark Model configuration
consists of a single generator connected to two lines, one of
which is series compensated. A compensation value of 55 %
has been chosen in the compensated line since this provides
the best tuning for the first torsional mode. In order to avoid
that the simulation results are affected by too optimistic
assumptions for the natural mode damping, damping
coefficients were applied which were derived from
measurements performed at IPP (which represent the torsional
mode damping of shaft assemblies in the no-load case). In
literature, the simulations are usually performed with higher
natural damping values in order to achieve that the simulation
model is steady-state stable when the fault occurs in torque
amplification studies [8]. As can be seen in Fig. 7, a
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compensation degree of 55 % of the series compensated
transmission line leads to a self-excitation of the configuration
in Fig. 6 if low damping values are assumed which are
realistic in the no-load case. The active damping circuit can
suppress the self-excitation of the generator if a damping
power of less than 100 kW is applied (less than 10 kW in the
steady-state).
In order to study a critical case of torque amplification, a
three-phase fault (short-circuit) on the high side of the
generator step-up transformer is applied, the fault clearing
time is assumed to be 40 ms [9]. At this duration of the fault a
simultaneous excitation of the first and second torsional
modes of the shaft assembly occurs, leading to high shaft
torques at the couplings HP-LP and GEN-LP. In order to
permit a better comparison with the simulation results in
literature [8], the first curve in Fig. 8 is given in per-unit
values whereas the second curve shows the GEN-LP shaft
torque in MNm during the first two seconds after occurrence
of the fault, if no active damping is applied. The third curve

time [s]
Fig. 7. Self-excitation of the configuration shown in Fig. 6
(without active damping)

shows the shaft torque between the high pressure and the low
pressure turbine and the fourth curve in Fig 8 shows the active
power which is exchanged between the turbine generator and
the 500 kV network. In Fig. 9 the same parameters concerning
the model and the fault were applied but the PCDC shown in
Fig. 6 was activated shortly after occurrence of the fault. The
two upper curves show the GEN-LP shaft torque and the HPLP shaft torque in MNm during the first two seconds after
occurence of the fault. The third curve is the active power
which must be generated by the PCDC in order to stablize the
resulting torque. It can be seen that a peak damping power of
20 MW for less than two seconds is sufficient in order to
suppress this subsynchronous resonance phenomenon and to
limit the maximum torque in the shaft system to values below
3 MNm. The nominal (continuous) power of the PCDC could
be a factor of four lower than that - it would be sufficient to
design the PCDC for a continuous rating of 5 MVA and shorttime power of about 20 MVA.
A low power rating of the PCDC permits a cost-effective
design for this SSR countermeasure, especially if one
considers that most of the SSR phenomena occurring in
practice are less spectacular than the one shown in Fig. 9 (low
probability of exactly hitting a resonance frequency fo, much
higher probability of exciting with a frequency close to fo,). In
any case, a PCDC is a very efficient damping solution because
it always generates a damping power exactly matching a
natural frequency of the shaft system. The protection against
SSR phenomena is achieved in simply increasing the damping
parameters for critical torsional modes, i. e. without having to
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Fig. 9. Active damping of the SSR shown in Fig. 8 (damping circuit
configuration as shown in Fig. 6): GEN-LP, HP-LP shaft torque
(upper two curves) and active power generated by the damping device

Fig. 8. SSR excitation in the Second Benchmark Model (threephase fault , clearing time 40 ms): Shaft torques (upper three
curves) and turbine-generator active power

consider “the rest” of the power system. Therefore, a PCDC
would well qualify as a supplement to other SSR
countermeasures (triggering of other SSR countermeasures,
such as a protection relay or system switching, only if the
PCDC damping power exceeds a predefined value).

interacting damping control for SSR phenomena in large and
complex networks. In eliminating interaction problems by
means of the PCDC design instead of using a complex
damping control system, this type of device can easily and
subsequently be installed in a power system, for instance as a
supplement to already existing SSR countermeasures.
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